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Tool #1. Determining the Interests of Both Parties 

The tool below provides a list questions to ask during a conflict to help determine where 
each party stands and how to best negotiate and address the disagreement.  
 

My interests: 

 What are my interests? 

 What do I really care about in this conflict? 

 What do I want? What do I need? 

 What are my concerns, hopes, fears? 
 

Possible outcomes 

 What kinds of agreements might we reach? 
 

Legitimacy 

 What third party, outside of the conflict, might convince one or both of us that a 
proposed agreement is a fair one? 

 What objective standard might convince us that an agreement is fair? (A law, an 
expert opinion, the market value of the transaction?) 

 Is there a precedent that would convince us that an agreement is fair? 
 

Their interests 

 What are the interests of my opposition? 

 If I were in their shoes, what would I really care about in this conflict? 

 What do they want? 

 What do they need? 

 What are their concerns, hopes, fears? 
 

Exploring alternatives  

 What's my best alternative to negotiations? 
 

Source: R. Wolff, “Training for Conflict Resolution,” University of Kansas, accessed 
Nov. 7, 2011, http://ctb.ku.edu/en/tablecontents/sub_section_tools_1164.aspx   

http://ctb.ku.edu/en/tablecontents/sub_section_tools_1164.aspx
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Tool #2: Conflict-Partnership Assessment 
 

The Conflict-Partnership Assessment questions below can act as a guide for 
distinguishing the relationships between stakeholders and partners involved in a conflict. 
This is important for understanding not only the concerns and interests of each party, 
but also how certain parties interact and work together, as well as aligning their 
interests, concerns, hopes and fears to come to a solution to conflict. 
 

1. Do the partnering groups have common interests with respect to the 
development activities in question? 

2. Are there histories of support and collaboration around which activities, issues or 
ideals these partnerships were formed? Are there partnerships linked to specific 
characteristics of the group, such as gender, age or industry? How did these 
form? What have been strengths or challenges in these partnerships? 

3. Could the existing partnerships be built upon for implementation of specific 
development activities? Or, could new partnerships be formed? Why or why not? 

4. Which stakeholder groups have conflicting interests with respect to the 
development activities in question? Is there a history of conflict between these 
groups? Are there conflicts linked to gender or other group attributes? How have 
past conflicts been resolved? 

5. Are there conflicts so deep and long-standing that partnerships and proposed 
development activities are doomed to fail? Given areas of conflict and 
partnership, which of the proposed development activities are most likely to 
succeed? 

 

Source: Wilde. V, CARE Gender Toolkit. Socio-Economic and Gender Analysis 
(SEAGA) Program Field Handbook (2001), accessed Nov. 7, 2011, 
htp://pqdl.care.org/gendertoolkit/Pages/conflict-partnership%20matrix.aspx 
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Tool #3: Top Ten Partnership Killers and Ways to Avoid Them 

 
1. For ever and ever… 
The problem: A partnership that lives on beyond its purpose will either wither slowly 
creating dissatisfaction among those who stick to the bitter end, or create an excuse for 
people to leave the office for useless meetings! 
The solution: For project-based partnerships and those based on limited funding, 
agree an exit strategy – know when the job is done and what you might leave in place. 
End the partnership with a party and thank everyone for their input.  
 
2. One-upmanship 
The problem: Competition between organisations can be a good driver, but too much 
and it will lead to blame, self-righteousness and a trench mentality. 
The solution: Ensure you spend time early on team building and developing a sense of 
shared purpose – build relationships between organisations to blur the boundaries. 
 
3. Right place, wrong people 
The problem: A partnership will be powerless if representatives from constituent bodies 
constantly have to go back to their parent organisations for decisions. 
The solution: Make sure the people assigned to your partnership have sufficient 
authority to decide much of the business at the meetings –they don’t have to be at a 
certain (or similar) level within the organisation but they do need delegated authority.  
 
4. Pulling rank 
The problem: Higher paid or higher graded officers pulling rank around the table will 
silence others who have just as much to give. 
The solution: If you have the right people from organisations, all with delegated 
authority, the principle of “equality around the table” should be agreed and adhered to – 
and written into your terms of reference. 
 
5. Mission creep 
The problem: Often a partnership where people are working well will come up with 
hundreds of other ideas that can be tackled beyond the partnerships original brief. 
This will bog you down. 
The solution: Agree to a clear vision and underpin this with a clear focus on 5-6 
priorities. Allow some flexible for 1-2 priorities to change over time as things develop, 
and don’t be afraid to junk activity that isn’t working in order to free up time for new 
ideas. 
 
6. Only here for the cash 
The problem: Many organisations will be attracted to a partnership by money – like 
bees to the honey pot. This motivation alone can kill a partnership— through 
representatives unwilling to volunteer for shared activities, for instance. 
The solution: Set out clear shared common ground from the start (try holding a 
“common ground” workshop) and focus on your shared priorities and outcomes. 
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7. Target? What Target? 
The problem: Many partnerships will come together around a good idea but fail to set 
real targets around the shared vision. Starting vague will mean you’ll never know what 
you’ve achieved. 
The solution: Set clear targets to support your shared priorities and chart your 
progress – agree to a simple but shared performance management system that 
everyone signs up to so you’re all speaking the same language.  
 
8. Death by drudgery 
The problem: Endless business meetings that no-one wants to attend will result in – 
guess what? – no one attending! Tailor your sessions to need – how often do you really 
need to monitor your activity? 
The solution: Rather than business meetings would a workshop or brainstormbe a 
better use of time? Keep business meetings short and focused on what you need to do 
– not endless report-backs from people who are basically saying “my project is better 
than yours.” Build in time to celebrate success. 
 
9. We know what’s best for you 
The problem: Many partnerships are based in consultation but fail to engage 
continually. Building your workplan on historical information is not enough – those 
meant to benefit may not want what you are offering! 
The solution: Establish your partnership based on a solid foundation of genuine 
consultation and ensure that you have built in activities that continually engage your 
client group.  
 
10. Strictly on a need-to-know basis…. 
The problem: Lack of communication between partners and beneficiaries will breed 
suspicion and resentment and will fuel personal agendas. 
The solution: Set up good processes to network and share information. Evidence 
shows that the more you inform, the more satisfied people will be. 

 
 
Source: Improvement Network “The Top Ten Partnership Killers!” accessed Feb. 7, 
2012, http://www.improvementnetwork.gov.uk/imp/aio/11465  

http://www.improvementnetwork.gov.uk/imp/aio/11465
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Tool #4: How to Resolve a Conflict 

 

There are seven recommended steps to successfully negotiating the resolution of a 
conflict: 

i. Understanding the conflict 

ii. Communicating with the opposition 

iii. Brainstorming possible resolutions 

iv. Choosing the best resolution 

v. Using a third party mediator 

vi. Exploring alternatives 

vii. Coping with stressful situations and pressure tactics  

 

Source: Wolff. R, Training for Conflict Resolution. University of Kansas (2011), last 
accessed Nov.  7, 2011 at 
http://ctb.ku.edu/en/tablecontents/sub_section_tools_1164.aspx   

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

About this Community Development Toolkit 
 

This community development toolkit was created by Erica Styles, with editorial review by Kelly 
Vodden, Ahmed Khan and Gail Collins. The toolkit was created as part of a community-based 
research project undertaken by students in an undergraduate course at Memorial University, 
Department of Geography, instructed by Dr. Kelly Vodden (Geography 3350 – Community and 
Regional Planning and Development). The project was completed in partnership with the 
Central Region Community of Practice – Community Development. Using a ‘Community of 
Practice’ learning approach the project was intended to provide resources that introduce 
students and community development practitioners to several key community development and 
regional planning tools and concepts. The financial support provided by the Rural Secretariat-

Executive Council and the support and participation of Regional Partnership Planners Linda 

Brett and Tanya Noble are gratefully acknowledged.  
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